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Acknowledging the Traditional Owners, Custodians, Elders, Peoples, Children of the 
Gadigal of the great Eora Nation  - lands and heart place.

Greetings from Bundjalung Peoples and Country. 
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I will tell you something about stories.  
They aren’t just entertainment, don’t be fooled.
They are all - we have fight of illness and death.
You don’t have anything if you don’t have stories.
Their evil is mighty, but it can’t stand up to our stories.

So they try to destroy the stories. 
Let the stories be confused or forgotten. 
They would like that. 
They would be happy, 
because we would be defenceless then.

Leslie Silko in Ceremony

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.
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Who am I?  Own who we are
Growing their legacy

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

• Jiman. … Hornet Bank
• Eliza Shields

• Bundjalung
• Henry Williams

• I am formed by who they were and are.

• Also mother of 4
• Barbing - Grandmother of 7
• Great-grandmother of 2



World Wide Colonisations
“Symptom as History"

•Subjugation of Indigenous peoples:  

•Physical Violence - Structural Violence -
Psycho-Social dominance

• The creation of culturally unsafe 
learning and living environments.

• Understanding the trauma story: 

• Historic, Social, Cultural, Collective, 
Complex, Developmental Trauma.

The stories of 
‘Brad’ and ‘Billy’ -
’Shelley’ – ‘Natasha’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story of Dolly



• to ourselves
– physically
– emotionally
– Mentally
– Vitally (spiritually)

to others
•family
•social group
•generation
•culture

to nature
instinctually
environmentally

TRAUMA RUPTURES
OUR vital CONNECTIONS



When We Ignore Generational Trauma
(Merida Blanco, in Peter Levine, Waking the Tiger)

• 1st generation. colonised – males killed – imprisoned – females sexually 
misused

• 2nd generation. Men turn to alcohol or drugs as their cultural and spiritual 
identity is damaged – self worth eroded.

• 3rd generation. Spousal Assault  -- Societal trauma

• 4th generation. Abuse moves from spousal assault to child abuse or both.

• 5th generation. Cycle repeats as trauma begats violence begats trauma. 

• The grown children of the conquerors will begin to live in fear of the grown 
children of the conquered.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working in equal partnership with parents



Creation of Violent Individuals -
Communities - Societies 

1. Living in culturally unsafe environments

2. Being hurt as a child, as a people (eg generational trauma)

3. Being hurt but being prevented from experiencing the pain of that hurt

4. Having no one in whom we can confide our true feeling, not being heard 
nor acknowledged in our pain.

5. Having a lack of education or knowledge, therefore being unable to 
intellectualise the abuse.

6. Having no way we can transform our pain without repeating the cycle of 
abuse on ourselves or others.  (Miller, Alice, 1984 For their own good)

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.



Unpacking pathology - pathos

• “Pathology: the study of diseases and of the changes 
that they cause in a person – a society.”

• “Pathos: suffering - the quality or power in an actual 
life experience evoking a feeling of sympathetic and 
kindly sorrow or compassion.”

• “Behaviour is Language”    Brad’s story



BRAD … (not his real name)
Pathology and Pathos …

Diagnosis - pathology:
• Emerging psychosis with mood 

depressive content – some 
paranoia  (he thinks the world 
is unsafe)

• Suicidal ideation
• Chronic compound grief
• Complex Post Traumatic Stress

Trauma Story … Pathos …
• Seeing his mother killed at 

three, and his Aunty at 11. 
• His world was unsafe
• In the two suicide attempts, 

records said he was ‘attention 
seeking’.

• He was prescribed Ritalan. 
• No grief counselling …no trauma 

response



Billy:  “Oh I am always scared Aunty” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Billy is seven years old.  Recently on a school excursion, when a police car went past with its siren blaring, Billy erupted into extreme aggression on other children and the teachers who were with the children on the excursion.  During that time he had to be held for his own protection and the protection of the other children.The next day the principal sat with him to talk about what had happened in the bus to make it unsafe.   She asked him: ‘Billy, do you ever feel scared?’, hoping to open a conversation about how his behaviour.His response was ‘Oh I am always scared Aunty’, opening for the Principal, a deeper understanding of the world in which he lives and the way he has learnt to cope with overwhelming feelings of fear and panic. However Billy taught us much more.  He taught us that in the moment of crisis, we miss essential things.  Billy continued to teach us, as his behaviour disintegrated into chaos, hence we discovered the layers of violence - trauma in his life, and of his family.  The positive result of listening … health > child protection > schools.   BUT!!  What was forgotton. >> Dad >>  Mum >> Brother >> Siblings >> Outcomes over time.



On the 23rd August 1972
NSW Director-General of Education approved

• … the removal of the section of the teachers’ handbook that allowed 
school principals the right to refuse enrolment to Aboriginal children 
because of ‘home conditions’ or ‘substantial opposition from the 
community.

• 6 youth were admitted to high school (on a trial basis), however when 
other students went to the swimming pool for school activities, they had 
to clean up the school yard.

• Excessive punishment – Aboriginal boys – youth were given the cane on a 
daily basis.  ‘We can smell racism Miss”.

This is racist torture trauma in the experiences of those still living



Shelly - “Quick! there’s the Rapist” 
lessons from the past

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shelly a young early teen was in a car with two school staff when they passed a car parked on the street. Immediately she said: ' Quick there's the rapist … 'there's the rapist.’ She grabbed a mobile phone to take a photo of the car and the car's number plate. She wanted to go down to the PCYC and other places where children and young people hang out, to tell them, not to get into his car: ‘He’s a rapist’. The information was passed on to the appropriate authorities. Shelly agreed to an interview with the police.  When her Mother was informed of this, out of fear her daughter would be removed by FACS, Shelly was given a belting by the mother, and told she was not to talk with the police. Past removal of Aboriginal children has left a deep legacy of fear with many adults, while their engagement with authorities has taught them to avoid any contact, a deep mistrust based on previous experiences. This had previously been the experience of the mother.



Success and Failures can Teach 
us about the need for change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A class had been set up specifically for the social and emotional learning needs of a number of young girls. The mother of one student, Natasha age 10, had recently died from a drug overdose, and the student was really struggling the loss of her mother. She was also being subject to bullying from the other girls.Mother’s Day was approaching. A staff member organised for the girls to create a card for each mother, or caring person, often grandmothers, in their lives. A decision was made to take Natasha to visit her mother’s grave, to deliver some flowers and the card she had made. Parental permission was received to include all the girls on the graveside visit. This had a very powerful impact on the other girls, as they came to understand the deep loss their class companion had experienced. This changed their behaviour towards her.  The bullying stopped.  They became supportive and caring, as they worked to include her in all of their activities. As they gained her trust, she started to confide in them, of some serious child protection issues she was experiencing since the death of her mother. They told a staff member, also advising them that she was in need of underwear.After the mandatory notification was made, the Joint Investigative Review Team (JIRT) came to the school to interview her. They did not bring an Indigenous team member nor support person. On arriving they immediately focused on setting up the video to record the interview, without attempting to engage with Natasha, who became anxious and upset, and ran out of the interview room, not to return.



The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study: when kids grow up in a stressful 
environment, or go through exceptionally traumatic life events this has a significant 

biological impact on their developing brain and stress-response system. 
They are always in flight fight freeze mode. (Fellitti, VJ et al 1998) 

1. Emotional Abuse

2. Physical Abuse

3. Sexual Abuse

4. Emotional Neglect

5. Physical Neglect

6. Family Violence

7. Household Substance Abuse

8. Household Mental Illness

9. Parental Separation

10. Household Member incarcerated

• In one prison all the women had 
scores of between 5 to 6 – some with 
scores between 7 - 8  - one who had 
a score of 10.

• In one school for children expelled or
suspended from all other schools one 
child has a documented score of 10, 
most in the 7 to 9

What if a School is the place of extreme abuse and punishment?



The ACE Study … outcomes 

• Childhood trauma including abuse and neglect, is probably the single 
most important public health challenge we face … a challenge that 
has the potential to be largely resolved by appropriate prevention 
and intervention. 

• (children) – violation of a child’s sense of safety and trust, of self 
worth, with a loss of a coherent sense of self, emotional distress, 
shame, grief, self and other destructive behaviors;

• (Adolescents) - Unmodulated aggression, difficulty negotiating 
relationships, clear link between suicide, alcoholism and other drug 
misuse, sexual promiscuity, physical inactivity, smoking, obesity, 
mental distress, depression; 

• People with childhood histories of trauma make up almost our entire 
juvenile detention - criminal justice population.

• (van der Kolk, B. 2007)



Building more prisons / juvenile Detention Centres / 
removing more kids. Filling up motels.

• “The NSW prison population hit a record high of 13,651 in May last 
year, compared with fewer than 10,000 five years ago, while the 
rates of serious crime such as murder, break and enter and motor 
vehicle theft have declined over the past 20 years.

• Mr Debus, who was NSW attorney-general from 2000 to 2007, said 
"the over-imprisonment of Indigenous men, women and children 
[who make up 2 per cent of the national population but 27 per 
cent of the prison population] is a continuing national tragedy" 
and "rates of recidivism ... remain persistently over 50 per cent 
and up to 75 per cent for Indigenous prisoners".



Listening and Learning Together
hearing through different ears

Ngangikurungkurr - dadirri - listening in 
contemplative - reciprocal relationships

Bundjalung - gan’na hearing, listening, learning, 
feeling, thinking, understanding, knowing from 
the heart. 

Pitjantjatjara - kulini (listening), 
Kulila (an old  woman’s growl - you listen now!) 
And pulgkara kulin tjugku (really - deep -
listening, and wanting to listen).

Copyright Chris Edwards Hayes 2003



Prefrontal Cortex

Regulate
Brainstem - midbrain 
Fight Flight Freeze

Heart Brain

Reason
Neo-cortex

Relate
Limbic emotional

relational

Our brain tells us how to behave
in response to our experiences.



Establish State Regulation 
Safe touch massage  pressure points

Somato-Sensory Integration
Movement & Yoga games
Music, Safe Touch, Nature Discovery

Facilitate Emotional Regulation –
Relationships, dance - play – art -

Encourage Abstract thought
Story telling- writing, drama theatre
Art and music 

Vitality
Brain stem

Midbrain

Limbic

Cortical

The Heart brain
Resonance

Neuro-developmental rationale for healing trauma

Resonance – growth, and physical wellness,  vitality, 
meaningful life- evidenced by responsiveness & 
responsibility - curiosity and openness promote growth.



A School for Specific Purposes 
Behaviour that Teaches Leadership

• “Reflective, deep insight, and unconditional care and advocacy for 
children. 

• You are challenging the System … challenging them to see the importance 
of reparative, therapeutic approaches versus punishment. 

• Using of the following analogy. 'If I got sick and was admitted to this town’s 
hospital, I would get a certain level of diagnosis and treatment....if 
however, I got sicker, I wouldn't be sent home for a specified period of 
time.. (like a suspension). I would be given a more specialised, individual 
level of care.  This is what we must do.’ 

• "You truly CARE FOR KIDS with unconditional love, and wise insight into 
why they behave why they do.”



Moving through an Educaring Process 
in Healing Trauma

1. Creating Culturally Safe Places (massage safe touch)

2. Finding and telling our stories (play dance theatre)

3. Making Sense of our Stories (music theatre writing art)

4. Feeling Feelings (play theatre mindfulness nature discovery)

5. Moving through Layers of Loss and Grief to acceptance (Loss Story Maps)

6. Strengthening Cultural and Spiritual Identities (Education in Country)



Healthy Country Healthy People
body mind heart spirit



Principles of whole of community healing 
to protect children from harm

• Work together 
• Begin earlier
• Think Developmentally
• Work from a sound knowledge base
• Make adequate resources available
• Implement the principles & practice of Child Rights, 

Human Rights, Indigenous Rights
• Support parents, schools, health services etc, to 

‘Educare’.



Healing childhood trauma within the framework of 
Whole of Community Healing. 

1:  Schools - Educaring
Repair not Punishment

6:  Government Agencies
Federal State LLG

Health - Child Protection 
Education - Police – Courts

Alternative Programs



“AUNTY MARGIE - I LOVE YOU –
I MISSED YOU”

1. Children and Youth: need Trauma Specific Services 
2. Women:  Safety and Support
3. Men are taking responsibility
4. Aboriginal Organisations must become trauma informed
5. NGO’s have to start to deliver to the most vulnerable  
6. Government Agencies – Federal State and Local  

• Early Childhood, Health, Child Protection, Education, 
Police, Courts, alternatives to - JJ Prison 

• Communities of Care 

“All you 
can do is 
Love them

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Defining Community  
Safety Hope Resolution

• A group in which free conversation can take 
place. Community is where I can share my 
innermost thoughts, bring out the depths of 
my own feelings, and know they will be 
understood. … Communication makes 
community and is the possibility of human 
beings living together for their mutual 
psychological, physical and spiritual 
nourishment (May 1976: 246-7).



Community of Care is 
the name given to 

groups of people who 
live together in small 

communities,
and who care for 
each other. More 
particularly those 
people who live in 
small communities 

know who is 
struggling and who
is feeling pain, and 

decide to do 
something to support 

them.

Growing Communities Of Care

Skilling Communities Of Practice
Two conditions of a

community of 
practice 

are crucial in the 
construction of 

meaning:
shared experience 
over time, and a 
commitment to 

shared 
understanding
and service.

Ecological Social 
Systems Theory



A suggested activity for the school















Place based Community learning 
for Sustainability

• Community learning – sharing stories in reflective discussion and practice, 
• Learning through dialogue (yarning)
• Discussing ‘what we know’ from our lived experiences, against what others 

know – protective behaviours skill sets come from making it safe for mothers 
and fathers, grandmothers and grandfathers to feel safe to acknowledge 
their own pain, while working to hear and protect – their children.

• Art – individual and collective,
• Music – Dance, Theatre,
• Ceremonies - emotional release - emotional first aid,
• Traditional - healing - body work  - massage – movement - mindfulness.



Culturally Informed, Trauma Integrated 
Healing Approaches

Healing People 
Sharing Culture

Regenerating Community



upported
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